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OVERCURRET RELAYS

The operating time of all O/C relays tends to become asymptotic to a definite minimum value

with increase in current. This is inherent in electromechanical relays due to saturation of the

magnetic circuit .So, by varying the point of saturation different characteristic are obtain these

are

1) Definite time.



=



2) Inverse Definite Minimum Time (IDMT). =

3) Very inverse. =



.

.



.



4) Extremely inverse.



= ; =



5) Instantaneous O/C relays

These characteristics are obtained by induction disc or induction cup relays:



Operating

Time



ŀ



[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

Plug setting



As we have seen earlier that the torque of these relays is proportional to T=

sin where

and

are the two fluxes cutting the dise or cup and

is the angle between them. If both

fluxes are produced by the same quantity, current or voltage separated relays then below

saturation the torque is proportional to	 , the coil current.i.e T=K

Saturation depends on thickness of the core. If the core is made to saturate at very early stage by

increasing I, k decreases so that the time of operation remains the same over the working stage.

This type of characteristic is shown by the curve and is known as definite time [1].

If the core is made to saturate at a later stage, the characteristics assumes the shape of curve [2],

known as IDMT.The time current characteristic is inverse over some range and then after

saturation assumes the definite time form. At low values of operating current the shape of the

curve is determined by the effect of the restraining force of the control spring, while at high
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values, the effect of saturation predominates .Different time setting multiplier(TSM) are obtained

by varying travel of the disc required to close the contacts. The higher the TSM, the greater will

be the spring restraining force. As the disc moves in the tripping direction, winding up the

spring, more and more conducting metal of the disc comes into play in the active air-gap of the

electromagnet to increase the electric torque, thus compensating the increasing the spring torque.

If the saturation occurs still later stage the characteristic become very inverse, shown in curve

[3]. The curve [4] shows extremely inverse characteristic. The equation describing the curve [4]

is approximately of the form I 2t = k . Where I is the operating current and t is the operating

time.

Instantaneous O/C relay is one in which has no intentional time delay is provided for the

operation. The time of operation of such relays is approximately 0.001 see. This characteristic is

achieved by hinged attracted armature relay. This instantaneous relay is more effective when the

impedance Zs between the source and the relay is small compared with the impedance Z1 of the

section to be protected. With so fast in operation it is likely that the relay may operate on

transients beyond the normal range of setting.

A relay is said to over reach when it operate at a value lower than its setting. The relay is set for

symmetrical currents but responds to both symmetrical and offset current waves that persist for a

few cycles. The over reach depends on the design of the relay as well as in the parameters of the

power system on which it is used. The X/R ratio of the system from source to the fault controls

the degree of offset and the rate of decrement of the current wave and the ratio Zs/ Z1 determines

the degree of over reach which will occur.

券ǈ



Non-directional Time and current graded schemes:

Among the various possible methods used in correct relay coordination, the following methods

are well known:

1) Time grading

2) Current grading

3) Combination of current and time grading

The common aim of all three methods is to give correct discrimination. That means, each one

must select and isolate only the faulty section, leaving the rest of the power system undisturbed.

All are used for the protection of radial feeders and each has its application depending on the

power system operation condition.
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Discrimination by time (time graded system)

In this method an approximate time interval is given by each of the relays controlling the circuit

breakers in a power system to ensure that the breaker nearest to the fault opens first. A simple

radial distribution system is shown in the following fig. to illustrate the principle.



Fig. 1: Redial system with time discrimination

Circuit breaker protection is provided at H, J, K and L i.e, at the in-feed end of each section of

the power system. Each protection unit comprises a definite time delay O/C relay in which the

operation of the current sensitive element simply initiates the time delay element. Provided the

setting of the current element is below the fault current value this element plays no part in the

achievement of the discrimination. The operating time of the relay is independent of the level of

over current.

券ǈ



It is the time delay element, therefore, which provides the means of discrimination. The relay at

H is set at the shortest time delay possible to allow a fuse to blow for a fault on the secondary

side of the transformer G. Typically, a time delay of 0.25 sec. is adequate. If the fault occurs at F,

the relay at H will operate in 0.25 sec. and the subsequent operation of the CB at H will clear the

fault before the relays at J, K and L have time to operate.

The main disadvantage of this method of discrimination is that the longest fault clearance time

occurs for faults in the section closest to the power source, where the fault level (MVA) is

highest.



Current graded system (Discrimination by current)

Discrimination by current relies on the fact the fault current varies with the position of the fault

because of the difference in impedance values between the source and the fault. Hence, the

relays controlling the various CBs are set to operate at suitably tapered values such that only the

relay nearest to the fault trips its breaker. Fig. 2 illustrates the method.
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For fault at F1 the system short circuit is given by√



=



=



.



= 8800! where Zs= source impedance =



=



"

#



= $ and Zl =



%&amp;

'



= 0.24Ω



So, a relay, which controls the CB at J are required to set to operate at 8800 A. Due to this setting

the relay J would, in fact. Protect the whole of the cable section between J and H. However, there

are two important practical points which affects this method of coordination.

It is not practical to distinguish between a fault at F1 and fault at F2 since the distance

between these points can only be few meters, corresponding to change in fault

currents of approximately 0.1%.

In practice there would be variations in the source fault level, typically from 250

MVA to 130 MVA.



i)



ii)



√



=	



=



.(



= 6800! Where Zs= source impedance =

券ǈ



= 0.93Ω



At this lower fault level the fault current would not exceed 6800 A even for a cable

fault close to J. So, a relay set at 8800 A would not protect any of the cable section

concerned.

Discrimination by current is therefore not a practical proposition for current grading between the

CB’s at J and H. However, when there is an appreciable difference in impedance between the

two fault positions, this method of coordination does not possess much problem. This can be

seen by considering the grading required between the CBs H and G in fig. 2. Assuming fault at

F4, the short circuit current:

=



√

-



	=	



.



.



.



.



= 2200!	/ℎ121	34 = 0.07 ×



= 2.12Ω	&amp;	3&amp; = .04Ω



For this reason, a relay controlling the CB at H and set to operate at a current of 2200 A plus a

safety margin would not operate for a fault at F4 and would thus discriminate with the relay at G.

Assuming a safety margin of 20% to allow relay errors and a further 10% for variation in the

system impedance values, it is reasonable to choose a relay setting of 1.3 × 2200 i. e. 2860 A for

the relay at H.
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Now assuming a fault at F3 i. e. at the end of 11kv cable feeding the 4MVA transformer the

short circuit current:=



√



39 + 3&amp; + 3&amp;



=



6350

= 8300!

0.485 + 0.24 + 0.04



Alternatively assuming source fault level of 130 MVA=



6350

11

= 5250!	/ℎ121	Zs = 	source	impedance	 = 	

= 0.93I

0.93 + 0.24 + 0.04

130



In other words for either value of source level the relay at H would operate correctly for faults

anywhere on the 11 kV cable feeding the transformer.

Current-time grading using IDMT relays (Discrimination by both time &amp; current)

Each of the two methods described so far has a fundamental disadvantage. In the case of

discrimination by time alone, the disadvantage is due to the fact that the more severe faults are

cleared in longest operating time. Discrimination by current alone can be applied only where

there is appreciable impedance between the two CBs concerned.

It is because of these limitation imposed by the independent use of either time or current

coordination the inverse time O/C characteristic has evolved. With this characteristic, the time of

operation is inversely proportional to the fault current level and the actual characteristic is a

function of both time and current settings.

券ǈ



Relay Current setting

IL =250 A



200/5



Irs = ?



RELAY



It is very important to choose the current setting adjustment at a value in excess of the nominal

rating of the plant to be protected in order to maintain system stability under overloading and

transient condition. For example, a load margin of 30% is chosen for plant having a nominal load

current of 250 A. The overload rating of the plant will be 250 (1+0.3) = 325 A. Assuming 200 A

CT primary current, the plug setting should be set as 175% to give relay current setting of

200×1.75 = 350 A which is greater than 325 A, the overload rating.
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Time Setting Multiplier (TSM)

For proper coordination between the relays, connected in series, on a radial feeder, the TSM of

the relay farthest from the source should be set at a minimum possible time. The TSM of the

succeeding relay towards the source should be increased for selective operation. The time

grading should be done at a maximum fault current because it will automatically give higher

selectivity at a minimum fault current as it’s characterize curve is more inverse in the lower

current region.

Standard IDMT Relay



PSM ≤ 20

0.14

t = 0.02

I −1



券ǈ



IDMT relays with different operating characteristic are available to suit different requirements.

The standard IDMT relay characteristic is shown in fig. 3. The relay has two controls plug

setting (PS) and time setting multiplier (TSM). The PS is a device used to provide a range of

current settings at which the relay starts to operate. The setting ranges from 50% to 200% in the

steps of 25% of the relay rated current. The TSM is a means of adjusting the movable backstop

which controls the travel of the disc and thereby varies the time at which the relay closes its

contract for given values of fault current. The TSM ranges from 0 to 1 in the steps of 0.05. The

characteristic curve moves horizontally with the variation of TSM. To obtain actual operating

time of the relay with TSM other than 1, as is usually the case obtained by J = K × LMN



The grading procedure

From the knowledge of the current transformer rating, plug setting and fault current flowing

through the relay location, the operating time of the relay can be calculated by using the

following basic equation:
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O9



=



K4P



×



[



QMN =



O9



QM

; 														

100



;			



K4P



O9



= $1RST	UV221W 	X1 YWZ



= Q2Y\S2T	2S YWZ	]^	_L; 											



J



=



K



= UℎS2SU 12YX UX	]b12S YWZ	 Y\1



J



= SU VSR	]b12S YWZ	 Y\1



[



= ^SVR 	UV221W



K



K



= ^`QMNa; 									QM = QRVZ	M1 YWZ



× LMN											QMN = bRVZ	X1 YWZ	\VR YbRY12



Example: Evaluate the time current grading of the following system
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Source impedance, 39 =



3



= 0.6Ω		; 3



	`



a



	= 0.806Ω



=	=0.4Ω



Fault current of bus 3,



[



	=



Fault current of bus 2,



[



	=



Fault current of bus 1,



[



	=



`



a/√



d



e



d



e



	=



e



	=

.



.



	



	=



.



.



.



.



		= 3516 = 3500A



= 4516 = 4500A



	 = 7878A



Discrimination of relay settings

Relay C

Since the relay is fastest from the source, its TSM is set at 0.15(say) to achieve coordination with

fuse at further down.

Normal load current = 100A

Load margin = 30% (say)
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Overload rating =100×1.3=130A

Choose a CT of 200/5 ratio

Plug setting (PS) should be chosen in such a way that the relay current setting (

greater than the overload rating.



O9 a



must be



That means, let PS=75%

Then



O9 =CT



=		



(primary)× PS/100

×



	=150A, which is greater the overload rating 130A



Now, we need to calculate PSM

PSM =	



f

g



	=	



= 23.44



The value of PSM is greater than 20, the characteristics operating time

K



Actual operating time,	 J =



K



K



will be 2.2 sec.



= 2.2X1U



× LMN



=2.2× .15
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=0.33Sec



Relay B

The actual operating time of relay B for fault of BUS 3= 0.33+0.4= 0.73sec (here chosen grading

margin is 0.4 sec)

Nominal load =150A

Overload rating =150× 1.3	=195A

Choose CT of 200/5 ratio

Let PS=100%



∴



O9



=



×



= 200! which is greater than overload rating 195A



How to calculate TSM of relay B?

The PSM of relay B for fault at BUS 3 =



iJj&amp;4KjOOkl4[m[[Jj&amp;4	J4	nj9	



=		



g



	m[	Ok&amp;Jop



f

g 	qf	gr stu



		=
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= 17.55



∴Characteristics operating time of relay B for fault of BUS 3 =

∴The required TSM =		



.



	=



`#vwa.



.

`



.



a.



	=2.37 sec



JK4jJ&amp;	mPkOJ4xly	4xzk	m[	Ok&amp;Jop	[mO[Jj&amp;4	J4	nj9	

K{.mP4xzkm[Ok&amp;Jop[mO[Jj&amp;4J4pj9	

.



=



.



	= 0.3



The PSM for fault at BUS 2 =	



f

g



=	



	= 22.58



∴Actual operating time of relay B for close fault =2.2×0.3 = 0.66 sec

Relay A

Actual operating time for relay A for fault at BUS2 = 0.66+0.4 = 1.06 Sec

Over load rating = 300× 1.3 = 390!

Choose a CT of 400/5 ratio

Let PS =100%



∴



O9 	=400×



	=400A which is greater than O/L rating 390 A

券ǈ



PSM for fault at BUS2

=



f

g



		=



	=11.29

.



∴ Characteristics	operating	time	of	relay	A	for	fault	of	„…†	‡	=			`

TSM for relay A=



. (a.



	= 2.82 sec



JK4jJ&amp;	mPkOJ4xly	4xzk	m[	Ok&amp;Jo	'	[mO	[Jj&amp;4	J4	nj9	

K{.mP4xzk	m[	Ok&amp;Jop	[mO	[Jj&amp;4	J4	nj9	



=	



.

.



= 0.376 = 0.4



PSM for fault at BUS 1 =	



f

g



	=	



	=19.695



∴ Characteristics	operating	time	of	relay	A	for	fault	of	„…†	ˆ= `

∴ Actual op.time of relay A for closer fault = 2.279× 0.4=0.91sec.
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(. ( a.



= 2.273
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